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1. Introduction and statement of results.

1.1. Introduction. We present here first an approximation theorem

(Theorem 1) for certain limit functions defined on a general topologi-

cal space. This strengthens a result which may be found in Hausdorff

[l]. With the aid of this theorem we characterize the limits of some

classes of discontinuous functions in Theorem 2.

Denote by 51 a topological space. All functions considered are real

valued. Convergence means pointwise convergence unless otherwise

stated. Suppose/ is a function defined on S, xES, and/ is not con-

tinuous at x. The statement that (x,/(x)) is a removable point of dis-

continuity means that there exists a function g which agrees with /

on 5—{x} and which is continuous at x. The statement that the

function u defined on S is upper semicontinuous means that, if xES

and d>u(x), then there exists a neighborhood V of x such that, if

yE V, then d>u(y). The function I is lower semicontinuous if — /

is upper semicontinuous.

1.2. Statement o/ Theorems.

Theorem 1. Suppose M is a linear space o/ real valued /unctions

defined on S which contains a nonzero constant /unction and which is

closed under the operation o/ absolute value, and U is the set to which u

belongs only in case u is the greatest lower bound o/ a countable subset o/

M. Then, i/ the/unction / defined on S is the limit o/ a sequence o//unc-

tions in M, it is the uni/orm limit o/ a sequence each term o/ which is the

difference o/ two members o/ U, each of which is bounded above.

Theorem 2. Suppose S is per/ectly normal and/ is a/unction defined

on S. Each two o/ the /ollowing three statements are equivalent:

(1) the/unction / is the limit o/ a sequence o//unctions, each o/ which

has at most a finite number o/ points o/ discontinuity, each o/ which is

removable;

(2) the /unction / is the limit o/ a sequence o/ functions, each of which

has at most countably many points of discontinuity; and

(3) there exist a function g which is the limit of a sequence of continu-

ous functions and a countable subset T of S such that, if xES—T,

f(x)=g(x).
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2. Proof of theorems.

2.1. Proof of Theorem 1. The following facts should be noted:

As M is closed under the operation of absolute value, if each of h and

k is in M then each of max{h, k} and min{h, k} is in M. Also, each

member of U is the limit from above of a monotonic sequence of

members of M.

Suppose {fp} "_i, fPEM, converges to/. For each positive integer

p define lp = l.u.h.{fp,fp+i, ■ ■ ■ } and up = g.l.h.{fp,fp+i, • • • }.Thus
— lPEU, upEU, lp}zfp^.uP, lp+i^lp, and upi%up+i. Suppose c>0.

Define Rp= {x\ lPix)— mp(x) gc}. We assume that 2?i contains at

least one point. Note that U"_! RP = S.

Now we show that the function gp defined such that gPix) = 1 if

xERP and gp(x)=0 if x(£2?p is in U. There exists a monotonic se-

quence {fl„}B_!, vnEM, converging from above to up and there

exists a monotonic sequence {wn }„=i, wnEM, converging from below

to Zp. Define h„=wn—vn and Q„= {x\ h„ix) gc}. Thus Rp = C\n-iQn-

Define g„(x) = l if xEQn and gB(x)=0 if xEQn- Define d„

= max{l — (max {An, c} — c), 0}. Now d„ix) = l if xEQn and 0gd„(x)<l

if x(£Qn. Define rn,i = max{i-dn — i+1, 0}. Thus {)•„,,■}"„lF rn,iEM,

is a monotonic sequence converging to qn from above. Define a,,p

= min{ri,„ r2,„ • • • , r,-,,}. Then it is true that {oti,p}?=1, cti,pEM,

is a monotonic sequence converging to gp from above and therefore

gPeu.
Define /0 = 0,

p
sp = X max|7„ — /B_i, 0},

B=i

and

p

'p = 53 min{/„ - /B_i, 0}.
B-i

Note that sp+tp=fp. Define /i(x) =5p(x) and kix) = /„(x) if xERP but

x(£2?j,_i. Note that both k and — h are bounded above.

Now we show that each of k and —h is in U. Define fii,p=i-a.i.p — i.

Thus /3,jp(x)=0 for xERP, fii.pix) <0 for x^2?p, and /3i,p(x) —■+ — =°

as »—>» if x(£2?p. Define 5,-,i = max{/3,,i+^i, t2}. Define 5,,„

= maxj/3,,B + 8,-,B_i, ZB+i( if m>1. Define yi = Si,i. If p^i and xERP,

7,(x) = 5,,p(x). Thus {y,},*!, ytEM, is a monotonic sequence con-

verging from above to k and kEU. A similar argument shows that

— h is in U.

If xERp but x££2?p_i, then A(x) =5p(x), &(x)=<p(x), and A(x)

+&(x)=/p(x). By the way Rp was defined
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|/(x) - h(x) - k(x) I   =   \/(x) -fp(x) I   ^ c.

2.2. Notation. Suppose A5 is a subset of S. Denote by U(R), L(R),

and C(R), respectively, the set of all upper semicontinuous functions,

lower semicontinuous functions, and continuous functions defined on

R. Denote by Ci(R) the set of all functions which are the limit of a

sequence of members of C(R). Denote by U(R)+L(R) the set

{/\/=h+k, hEU(R)kEL(R)}.
2.3. Some properties o/ semicontinuous /unctions. Certain facts con-

cerning semicontinuous functions should be recalled. Property (1)

is that if {/p}P-i,/PEC(S), converges to/, then there exists a sequence

{uP}P=i, uPEU(S), Mp+i^Mp, converging-to/ and a sequence {lP}p=i,

lPEL(S), lP+i^lP, converging to/ such that lP^/P^up. This can be

verified by defining up = g.l.b. {/n\n=p, p + 1, ■ ■ ■ } and lp =

l.u.b. {/n\n = p, p + 1, ■ ■ ■ }. Property (2) is that 5 is perfectly nor-

mal if and only if every uE U(S) is the limit from above of a mono-

tonic sequence of continuous functions. This is a theorem due to Hing

Tong [2].

2.4 Proo/ o/ Theorem 2.

(a) 1—>2: This follows immediately.

(b) 2-^3: Suppose {/j,}"_i is a sequence of functions defined on 5

converging to / such that each term of the sequence has at most

countably many points of discontinuity. Define T= {x\/p is discon-

tinuous at x for some positive integer p}. The set T is countable.

Define R = S—T, rp to be the restriction of /p to R, and r to be the

restriction of/ to R. Thus, {rp}p=i, rpEC(R), converges to r. Now we

apply Theorem 1. We take M to be the set of all continuous functions

defined on R. The limit from above of a monotonic sequence of con-

tinuous functions is upper semicontinuous. Therefore, the set U of

Theorem 1 is a subset of U(R). Thus, r is the uniform limit of a se-

quence {op}"=i, where each bp is the difference of two upper semi-

continuous functions, each bounded above. A function uEU(R)

which is bounded above can be extended to a function vEU(S) by

defining p(x) = g.l.b. {l.u.b. {w(y)|yGF}| V a neighborhood of x}

where this lower bound exists. There exist at most a countable num-

ber of points xi, x2, • • ■ of S where the lower bound does not exist.

At these points define v(xp) = —p. By this means bp can be extended to

a function dPEU(S)+L(S). Since {dp}p=i converges uniformly to/

on R, we can assume without loss of generality that | dP(x) —/(x) \

<l/p for xER and all p. Define cp = dp+l/p and ep = dp—l/p. If

xER and p and j are positive integers, cp(x)^/(x) ^ey(x). Also, if

xER, cp(x)—>/(x) as p—>oo and ep(x)—*/(x) as p—*oc.
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Define 5p = min {ci, c2, ■ • ■ , cp} and tp = max {ei, e2, ■ ■ • , ep}. If

xER, 5p(x)S/(x)^ip(x). If xES, 5p(x)^5p+i(x) and Jp(x) gip+i(x).

Define z.'p = min {max {51, h}, max {s2, t2}, • ■ • , max J5P, tp} } and

wp = max {min {51, ti}, min {s2, t2}, ■ ■ ■ , min {5P, tp}}. If xER,

vPix)-*fix) as p—*00 and wPix)—>/(x) as />—>00. If x£S, vPix) ^vp+iix)

^wp+i(x)^wp(x).

If both a and /3 are in G(S) then both max {a, fi} and min {a, /3}

are also in G(S). From this and property (2) of §2.3 it follows that

vp and wp are each in CiiS).

By property (1) of §2.3, for each positive integer p, there exist

a sequence {lP,n}n-i< h.nELiS), ZP|B^/p,B+i, converging to vp

on 5 and a sequence {wP,n}B_i, uP,nEUiS), up.n^up,n+i, converging

to wp on 5. Define mp = min {h,P, l2.p, • • ■ , lp,p} and qp

= max {mi,p, m2,p, • • • , mPiP}. The sequence {w?p}P_lt mPELiS),

mp}L\mp+i, converges to/ on R. The sequence {c7P}P_i, qpEUiS),

<Zpg<Zp+i, converges to/on R. Further, mp^<7P.

Define g to be the average of the limit of {mp}p=i and the limit of

{<Zp}p°=i- As both sequences converge to/ on R, g agrees with/ on R.

Define ap = mp+l/p and f}p = qp—l/p. As aj,G2(5), fipEUiS), and
ap>fip, by a theorem due to Nagami [3] there exists a function

gP£C(S) such thatap>gp>/3p. Denote the points of Tas {xi,x2, • • • }.

The function gp can be chosen so that it agrees with g at the first p

points of T. This statement can be justified as follows: Consider the

first two points of T, Xi and x2. If every neighborhood of Xi contains

x2 or vice versa then every continuous function has the same value at

Xi and x2. This is also true of the functions in CiiS), in particular those

in (7(5) and 2,(5). Thus, g(xi) =g(x2). As S is perfectly normal, xi and

x2 are contained in a closed subset of a neighborhood V of Xi or x2

which has the property that there exist numbers ai and a2 such that

if zEV, aPiz)>ai>gixi)>a2>fiPiz). If there is a neighborhood of xi

which does not contain x2 and vice versa, then there exist a neighbor-

hood V of Xi and a neighborhood W of x2 such that Xi belongs to a

closed subset of Vwhich does not intersect Wand there exist numbers

aianda2suchthatifz£F,ap(z)>ai>g (^x) > a2 > fip (2). The neigh bor-

hood W has similar properties. In either case Urysohn's lemma can be

used to modify gp such that it agrees with g at Xi and x2 but is still

continuous and between ctp and /3P. This process can be continued for

a finite number of points of T.

The sequence {gp} "=1 converges to g. If xER,fix) =g(x).

(c) 3—>1: Suppose {gP}"=i, gPECiS), converges to g. Denote the

members of T as {xi, x2, • ■ • }. For each positive integer p define
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fp(x) = /(x)    if x = xn, n ^ p,

= gp(x)    if x j± Xn,       n ^ />,

for x£S. The function/p has at most a finite number of discontinu-

ities, each of which is removable. The sequence {/p} "=, converges to/.
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